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Abstract

Nowadays, aberration corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a popular method to characterise nanomaterials at the
atomic scale. Here, atomically resolved images of nanomaterials are acquired, where the contrast depends on the illumination,
imaging and detector conditions of the microscope. Visualization of light elements is possible when using low angle annular dark
field (LAADF) STEM, annular bright field (ABF) STEM, integrated differential phase contrast (iDPC) STEM, negative spherical
aberration imaging (NCSI) and imaging STEM (ISTEM). In this work, images of a NdGaO3-La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (NGO-LSMO)
interface are quantitatively evaluated by using statistical parameter estimation theory. For imaging light elements, all techniques
are providing reliable results, while the techniques based on interference contrast, NCSI and ISTEM, are less robust in terms of
accuracy for extracting heavy column locations. In term of precision, sample drift and scan distortions mainly limits the STEM
based techniques as compared to NCSI. Post processing techniques can, however, partially compensate for this. In order to provide
an outlook to the future, simulated images of NGO, in which the unavoidable presence of Poisson noise is taken into account, are
used to determine the ultimate precision. In this future counting noise limited scenario, NCSI and ISTEM imaging will provide
more precise values as compared to the other techniques, which can be related to the mechanisms behind the image recording.

Keywords: High-resolution (scanning) transmission electron microscopy (HR (S)TEM), Quantitative electron microscopy,
Statistical parameter estimation theory, Interfaces in perovskite materials

1. Introduction

In order to go beyond silicon technology limitations, many
researches are now focussing on the development of new elec-
tronic devices based on oxide materials [1]. Here, perovskite
materials are among the most promising materials. With a
typical atomic formula ABO3, A and B representing two dif-
ferent cations, perovskites are characterized by an octahedron
of oxygen atoms located around the central B atom, forming
the BO6 formula-unit. These oxygen atoms produce a crystal
field around the B atom, thereafter influencing the many de-
grees of freedom of this same B atom (spin, orbital, charge,
etc...) and giving rise to new physical properties. At the in-
terface between two of these perovskite materials, new exotic
electronic properties can arise which are not present in the
separate bulk material [2, 3], such as two dimensional elec-
tron gas (i.e. LaAlO3/SrTiO3) [4], interfacial superconductiv-
ity (i.e. La1−xCaxMnO3/YBa2Cu3O7) [5, 6, 7] or ferroelectric
tunnel junctions [8]. The ionic radius of the A and B cations
can introduce a tilt of the octahedron as a result of an opti-
mization of the lattice through distortions from the ideal Pm3m
cubic structure towards the energetic minimum configuration
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[9]. Neighbouring octahedra can in addition tilt in-phase and
out-of-phase of each other in different directions giving rise to
many different variations and space groups [10, 11, 12]. As
this modifies the volume of the unit cell, it can accommodate
stress and even change the above mentioned degrees of free-
dom and electronic structure of the B atom in its BO6 environ-
ment drastically. Another interfacial effect that can give rise to
new properties is oxygen octahedral coupling, where the octa-
hedral tilt is transferred from one perovskite material into the
other [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In order to understand the physi-
cal properties of oxide materials, it is mandatory to characterise
these interfaces down to the atomic scale. As these interfaces
are buried inside the material, they are not easily accessible to
the commonly used X-Ray or neutron techniques except in very
specific and dedicated experiments such as Resonant X-Ray re-
flectivity [18]. Thanks to the general availability of aberration
correctors for the last decade [19, 20, 21], transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) is now capable of characterising materials
with a sub-ångström resolution [22, 23, 24]. Thereafter, TEM
has become the most common way to look at oxide interfaces
and to visualize the oxygen octahedral rotations.

Nowadays, five main techniques are accessible to TEM mi-
croscopists for imaging light atoms such as oxygen: low angle
annular dark field (LAADF) scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy (STEM), annular bright field (ABF) STEM, integrated
differential phase contrast (iDPC) STEM, negative Cs imaging
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(NCSI), and imaging STEM (ISTEM). Schematics of the dif-
ferent techniques are shown in Fig. 1(a). In STEM, scattered
electrons formed by a sub-ångström convergent probe which
is raster scanned over the surface of the sample are collected
on an extended disk or annular detector. For LAADF-STEM,
the inner angle of the detector is slightly higher as compared
to the probe semi-convergence angle while the outer angle is
limited by the detector geometry. This setup gives rise to im-
ages of bright atomic columns on a dark background [25] ,
where the atomic contrast mainly depends on the atomic num-
ber of the element. In ABF STEM, the angular range of the
detector lies within the bright field disk defined by the semi-
convergence angle of the probe. The recorded image consists
of atomic columns with black contrast on a white background
[26, 27]. Recently, iDPC STEM [28] has been introduced as a
new promising TEM technique to map both light and heavy
elements at the atomic scale. Similar as in the differential
phase contrast (DPC) technique introduced by Rose [29], iDPC
STEM imaging relies on the difference in intensities between
two or more quadrants of an annular STEM detector [30]. In
iDPC STEM, the recorded difference maps are used to perform
an integration in Fourier space, resulting in an image where
the contrast is related to the projected electrical potential in the
sample [28]. In NCSI, the specimen is illuminated by an elec-
tron plane wave followed by an image corrector which aberra-
tions are tuned to provide a negative spherical aberration (Cs)
component to the electron wave function. The obtained image
of a crystal gains a high contrast where all atomic columns ap-
pear as bright dots on a dark background [31, 32]. Another
recently developed technique is ISTEM [33], where STEM il-
lumination is combined with conventional TEM imaging. The
resulting image is more robust to probe instabilities and scan
noise errors as compared to the other STEM based techniques.
The contrast in the image is, although dependent on defocus,
highly sensitive to both light and heavy atomic columns.

All these TEM based techniques are capable of visualising
light atomic columns with sub-Ångström resolution, enabling
qualitative evaluations. However, the characterization of ma-
terials requires a quantitative extraction of structural informa-
tion with picometer precision, as displacements of atoms in this
range can already alter the materials properties [34, 35]. Note
that precision corresponds to the standard deviation with which
these structure parameters can be measured from noisy images.
Statistical parameter estimation theory has proven to be an ef-
ficient technique for quantitatively retrieving atomic column
positions from high resolution TEM images [36, 37, 38, 39].
Based on this method, a substrate-film interface in a model sys-
tem La0.67Sr0.33MnO3-NdGaO3 has been investigated to quan-
titatively compare NCIS, ABF STEM, LAADF STEM, IDPC
STEM and ISTEM for mapping atomic columns. High angle
annular dark field (HAADF) STEM imaging is used as a stan-
dard to compare the extracted positions of the heavy atoms.

2. Experiment and simulations

A TEM lamella of an NdGaO3 (NGO) substrate with a thin
layer of 20 unit cells of La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO), epitaxially

grown on top of it by Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [17], was
prepared in cross section by focused ion beam (FIB) milling to
a thickness of approximately 16 nm according to image sim-
ulations (see Section 2.5). In the final sample, the electron
beam propagates along the [001]o direction with the [11̄0]o di-
rection along the interface and the [110]o direction along the
growth direction, perpendicular to the interface. In this work,
the relaxation of octahedral tilt of the BO6 octahedron when
going from the NdGaO3 substrate to the La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 film
gives a unique opportunity to quantitatively compare the dif-
ferent TEM techniques that allow the visualization of light el-
ements. All TEM images have been acquired on probe and
image Cs corrected FEI instruments operated at 300kV. iDPC
images have been recorded on a Titan3 Thalos microscope at
the FEI Nanoport (Eindhoven, The Netherlands), while images
from all other techniques have been recorded at the QuAntEm,
a Titan3 microscope (University of Antwerp, Belgium). More
information on the specific set-ups and microscope parameters
used for each technique is given in the following.

2.1. ADF and ABF STEM

When using STEM based techniques, a focussed electron
probe is scanned over the surface of the sample. Per probe po-
sition the integrated scattered signal in the diffraction space is
recorded for a certain angular range, which defines the contrast
of the final image.

The HAADF, LAADF and ABF STEM images of the
LSMO-NGO sample are displayed in Fig. 1(b-d). All images
are recorded with a probe semi-convergence angle of 19.8 mrad
and a beam current of 40 pA. The HAADF and LAADF im-
ages are recorded on a Fischione Model 3000 detector, while
the ABF images are recorded on a Gatan dark field (DF) detec-
tor. The used camera lengths with their corresponding collec-
tion angles for the different detectors are given in Table 1. De-
spite the incoherent image formation in LAADF STEM, there is
a narrow angular range where light elements, such as oxygen,
may be detectable [25, 40]. In fact, image simulations sug-
gest that the LAADF region is most optimal for mapping light
atomic columns in very thin crystals of only a few nanome-
tres thick, while only for thicker crystals the ABF regime is
best [40, 41]. In Fig. 1(c), some weak contrast of the oxygen
atomic columns can be seen in between the relatively heavy
La/Sr, Mn, Nd and Ga atomic columns. It is important to re-
mark that for these STEM techniques, the contrast depends on
the atomic number of the elements and very weakly depends
on the probe focus. The larger the collection angle is, the more
robust the technique is towards astigmatism and higher order
aberrations.

Technique Detector Collection Angles CL
HAADF Fischione 3000 44-190 mrad 115 cm
LAADF Fischione 3000 22-136 mrad 230 cm
ABF Gatan DF 8-17 mrad 115 cm

Table 1: Experimental collection angles and camera lengths (CL) used for the
different imaging techniques.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematics of the different used TEM techniques. For the STEM based techniques the different detector geometries are shown, where the black circle
indicates the probe semi-convergence angle. Experimental images of an LSMO-NGO interface recorded by (b) HAADF STEM, (c) LAADF STEM, (d) ABF STEM
(e) iDPC, (f) NCSI, (g) ISTEM in focus and (h) under focussed ISTEM imaging. The white dotted line marks the interface. An area of 18 x 18 unit cells around the
interface, marked in red, indicates the region used for the statistical analysis. In the ISTEM images the full field of view has been used for analysis.
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2.2. iDPC

Recently, Lazic et al. [28] introduced the new iDPC STEM
technique, which is sensitive to both light and heavy elements.
This STEM technique is based on differential phase contrast
[29, 42, 43], where for each scanning position an approxima-
tion of the centre of mass (COM) is obtained by measuring the
difference in intensity between two or more quadrants of an an-
nular STEM detector. Next, the resulting COM image is inte-
grated in the Fourier domain, resulting in an image that is re-
lated to the phase shift caused by the sample. For non-magnetic
samples, this phase shift can be related to the electrostatic po-
tential of the sample. Lazic et al. [28] have shown that for
this purpose, a four quadrant annular detector can be used. In
this work, an image (Fig. 1(e)) is recorded with a probe semi-
convergence angle of 19.8 mrad and a beam current of 10 pA.
The contrast is found to be dependent on the correct adjustment
of the gain of the four quadrants and on the probe aberrations.
It can be observed that the image contrast in Fig. 1(e) slowly
varies, which may be explained by the high sensitivity of the
formed image to any phase modifications, especially surface
imperfections induced by FIB milling. The FEI DF4 detector is
used at a camera length of 285 cm, corresponding to a collec-
tion angle of 5-27 mrad. Image simulations have been used to
identify the different atomic column types.

2.3. NCSI

Negative Cs imaging (NCSI) is very similar to the well-
established high resolution TEM technique, except that the
spherical aberration is purposely turned slightly negative to al-
low the visualization of light atomic colums. In Fig. 1(f), a
NCSI image is shown, recorded on a 2k × 2k Gatan US1000
camera at a magnification of 800 kX. The spherical aberra-
tion of the image corrector has been tuned to −12.9 µm ±
2.5 µm, which is commonly used for this imaging technique
[31, 32, 44, 45, 46]. As the contrast in this technique is strongly
dependent on aberrations (1st and 2nd order aberrations i.e. fo-
cus, astigmatism and coma) and the sample thickness [31, 44],
interpretation is not as straightforward as for the conventional
STEM-based techniques. Therefore, image simulations have
been used in order to identify each specific type of atomic col-
umn [31, 32].

2.4. ISTEM

For this technique, images which are sensitive to both light
and heavy elements are recorded by combining STEM illumi-
nation with TEM imaging [33]. The electron probe, in image
mode, is raster scanned over the sample while the resulting sig-
nal is recorded in a single frame on a CCD camera. Here, the
signal was recorded on a Gatan US1000XP camera located be-
hind a Gatan Image Filter (GIF) operating in standard imaging
mode. With the choice of both objective and condenser aper-
ture, ISTEM offers two free parameters for the experimental
setup. In the presented experiment, a probe semi-convergence
angle of 8 mrad together with a TEM magnification of 295 kX
and a beam current of 40 pA have been used to acquire both an
in focus and an underfocused image (see Figs. 1(g) and 1(h)).

No objective aperture was applied. This setup is similar to the
original configuration used in [33] and constitutes a compro-
mise between resolution and contrast. By further variation of
the apertures, the ISTEM contrast can be tuned. However, such
a study is beyond the scope of this paper. The spherical aberra-
tion of both the probe and the image corrector have been min-
imized bellow 1 µm. As the image contrast is atom type and
thickness dependent, image simulations are required to identify
the different column types. It is further important to point out
that imaging aberrations have a strong influence on the image
and can even lead to contrast reversal, while probe aberrations
have no influence whatsoever.

2.5. Image simulations
In order to assess that the optimal experimental imaging con-

ditions are fulfilled for visualizing the oxygen atomic columns
of the LSMO/NGO sample with the highest possible contrast,
image simulations have been performed for each experimental
technique (Fig. 2). Here, the STEMsim program [47] has been
used under the multislice approach with absorptive potentials to
simulate images of the NGO-LSMO interface (Fig. 2(h)). Up
to a thickness of about 20 nm, this approach has been shown to
agree with frozen lattice calculations for STEM imaging [48].
Simulations have been performed for a range of thicknesses in
order to estimate the exact experimental thickness to approxi-
mately 16 nm. The microscope focus and astigmatism are then
finely tuned to best match the simulated images. The param-
eters of the different simulations are summarized in Appendix
A. The simulated images of the LSMO-NGO interface are pre-
sented in Fig 2 together with insets of the experimental images
to highlight the qualitative match between the experimental im-
ages and the simulations. The simulated HAADF, LAADF and
ABF STEM images show an excellent agreement with the ex-
perimental images, while small discrepancies are present in the
other techniques. These small discrepancies may be explained
by the high sensitivity of the image contrast in iDPC STEM,
NCSI and ISTEM imaging to aberrations and surface imperfec-
tions, the latter being neglected in the image simulations.

3. Methodology

In order to compare all experimental techniques in a reliable
and quantitative manner, the atomic column positions have been
extracted by using the StatSTEM software [39]. Here, statisti-
cal parameter estimation theory is used to model the atomic
columns as Gaussian peaks:

fk,l(θ) = ζ +

I∑
i=1

Mi∑
mi=1

ηmi exp

−
(
xk − βxmi

)2
+

(
yl − βymi

)2

2ρ2
i

 (1)

where ζ is a constant background, ρi the width of a Gaus-
sian peak of a particular column type i, ηmi the height of the
mi

th Gaussian peak, βxmi
and βymi

the x- and y-coordinate of
the mi

th atomic column, respectively. In the model, the un-
known structure parameters are given by the parameter vector:
θ = (βx11

· · · βxMI
, βy11

· · · βyMI
, ρ1 · · · ρI , η11 · · · ηMI , ζ)T .
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Figure 2: Experimental (top half of the panel) and simulated (bottom half of the panel) images for the different techniques investigated: (a) HAADF STEM, (b)
LAADF STEM, (c) ABF STEM, (d) iDPC STEM, (e) NCSI, (f) ISTEM in focus and (g) underfocus (f). The white dashed line is a guide to the eye of the location
of the interface (h) Atomistic model of the NGO-LSMO interface used for the simulations.

Figure 3: (a-g) The experimental images (top part) with the fitted Gaussian models (bottom part) of the selected regions around the interface (marked by a white
dotted line). The estimated column positions are shown as an overlay. (h) Schematic of the octahedral tilt system of the oxygen columns in the NGO bulk material
and its direction (clockwise in blue and anticlockwise in yellow).
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In previous work, it is shown that this method is capable of
extracting both accurately and precisely the atomic column po-
sitions from (S)TEM images [39, 49, 50]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that for extracting atomic column positions also
ISTEM images may be modelled as Gaussian peaks [51], since
the contrast peaks at these positions. Therefore, these results in-
dicate that despite the presence of a complex image formation
process, Gaussian modelling is still valid for this purpose. In
order to compare the different imaging techniques previously
introduced, a region of 18 ×18 unit cells has been selected
from all experimental images around the interface of LSMO
and NGO (indicated by a red dotted-line square in Fig. 1). For
the ISTEM images, the full field of view is used. As it is impos-
sible to record all images simultaneously, small differences be-
tween the selected regions of interest for each technique might
occur. In Fig. 3, the experimental images (top part) and the
fitted Gaussian models (bottom part) of the selected regions for
each imaging technique are shown together with the estimated
column positions.

4. Results and discussion

As explained in Section 3, statistical parameter estimation
theory is used to extract the positions of the atomic columns.
From these estimated column positions, visualised in Fig. 3,
each technique is independently characterised in terms of accu-
racy and precision. Depending on the imaging technique, part
or all of the different atomic column types are visible. From
the ABF STEM, iDPC and NCSI images, the column positions
of all different column types can be determined from a single
image. As expected for HAADF STEM, the contrast of the
oxygen columns is too low for extracting their positions. Also
the LAADF STEM images could not provide any reliable in-
formation on the oxygen column positions. With a careful look
at it, one can see some very weak contrast on the oxygen po-
sitions. The signal-to-noise ratio is, however, too low to make
them quantifiable. This lack of contrast can be explained by
the thickness of the TEM sample, for which LAADF STEM
imaging is no longer the optimum [40, 41]. For ISTEM, it was
not possible to acquire an image where all atomic column types
could provide interpretable contrast in a single frame, in con-
trast to the image simulations where all different columns types
are visible (Figs.2(f) and 2g). Consequently, the A and B sites
atomic column positions have been extracted from an under fo-
cussed image while the B and O sites positions have been mea-
sured from in focus conditions.

4.1. Accuracy

In order to determine and compare the accuracy of each
imaging technique, both the evolutions of the lattice parame-
ter and the tilt angle of the oxygen BO6 octahedron (B=Ga or
Mn) across the LSMO-NGO interface are investigated. These
parameters are studied as a function of distance from the inter-
face, shown in Fig. 4. In the analysis, the a-direction is used
to refer to the [11̄0]o direction along the interface and the b-
direction to refer to the [110]o direction perpendicular to the

interface (see Fig 3(h)). The HAADF STEM image served as a
reference for the evolution of lattice parameter since this is an
incoherent imaging technique for which it has been shown that
it can accurately locate atomic column positions [52, 53, 54].
Furthermore, the image contrast in this imaging technique is
more robust with respect to sample misalignments as compared
to NCSI and ISTEM imaging [51]. The evolution of the octa-
hedral tilt across the interface is compared to Ref. [17].

4.1.1. Lattice parameter
In order to determine the evolution of the lattice parameter

across the interface, the lattice parameter and the error are esti-
mated from the mean distance between neighbouring columns
of the A-site atomic columns in both the a- and b-direction. Fig.
4 shows that the lattice parameter in the a-direction, parallel to
the interface, remains constant at 3.863 Å, confirming the per-
fect epitaxial conditions between the LSMO film and the NGO
substrate. On the contrary, an expansion of the lattice param-
eter in the b-direction is seen when going from the NGO bulk
material to the LSMO substrate. By taking the HAADF STEM
profiles as a reference, the profiles for LAADF, ABF and iDPC
STEM match with the expected trends. For NCSI and ISTEM
no clear lattice expansion can be observed due to large inaccura-
cies in the measured A-type column positions. These deviations
can be explained by the atomic column contrast, which is highly
sensitive to sample imperfections and microscope parameters
such as focus and astigmatism. Furthermore, the low contrast of
the oxygen column in the under focussed ISTEM image, used
for this analysis, could harm the measured A-type column po-
sitions even more. It should, however, be noted that away from
the interface the measured lattice parameters for both imaging
techniques seem to become more constant, indicating that these
values are more accurate. This could be explained by sample
imperfections, which are most likely more present close to the
interface than away from it. From these results, it seems that
LAADF, ABF and iDPC STEM images give the best accuracy
for determining the heavy A-type atomic column positions.

4.1.2. Octahedral tilt
As explained in the introduction, NGO bulk material is char-

acterised by a strong octahedral tilt, where the oxygen columns
are rotated around the B-site atom alternatively in a clockwise

Technique Octahedral
coupling

Bulk octahe-
dral tilt

Bulk B-site
tilt

ABF 5.6 ± 1.0 UC 7.8◦ ± 0.3◦ 0.1◦ ± 0.2◦

iDPC 5.2 ± 1.1 UC 11.3◦ ± 0.3◦ 0.0◦ ± 0.2◦

NCSI 2.9 ± 1.4 UC 9.1◦ ± 0.5◦ 0.1◦ ± 0.2◦

ISTEM 4.4 ± 0.8 UC 10.7◦ ± 0.2◦ 0.1◦ ± 0.2◦

Literature ± 4 UC [17] 9◦ − 10◦ [55] 0◦

Table 2: Comparison of structural parameters of the LSMO-NGO interface ex-
tracted from the different imaging techniques with literature values. The second
column shows the region around the interface that is affected by octahedral cou-
pling. The third column highlights the octahedral tilt of the oxygen atoms in
the NGO bulk material. The fourth column demonstrates that distortions do not
harm the accuracy as no tilt is present in the B-site columns.
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Figure 4: The mean lattice parameter (a-g) a and (g-l) b as a function of distance from the interface for the different imaging techniques. The bulk reference lattice
parameter of 3.863 Å is shown in red in order to easily identify deviations. (m-p) The mean octahedral tilt of the oxygen BO6 octahedron as a function of distance
from the interface for the different imaging techniques. The red curve represents a ramp function that is fitted in order to characterise the octahedral tilt around the
interface. The grey dashed lines mark the expected interface position.

and anti-clockwise direction with respect to the direction of the
lattice parameter in the a-direction (see Fig. 3(h)). In order
to compare the capability of each technique to accurately vi-
sualise the light oxygen columns, the mean octahedral tilt is
studied as a function of distance from the interface (see Fig.
4(m-p)). In this procedure, the a-direction is determined by fit-
ting the B-site column positions layer by layer to a straight line
parallel to the interface. Next, the 2 oxygen columns neigh-
bouring the B-site column parallel to the a-direction are used to
determine the angle of rotation with respect to the a-direction.
Similar, a second measure of the octahedral tilt is obtained by
using the 2 oxygen columns neighbouring the B-site atoms in
the b-direction. Finally, the measurements from both directions
are combined. In order to visualize the evolution of the octahe-
dral tilt across the interface, the mean tilt angles as a function
of distance from the interface are modelled by a ramp function
as abrupt changes around the interface are expected. The size
of the region around the interface that is affected by octahedral
coupling is determined from the slope of this ramp function (see
Table 2). For assessing the accuracy of the results, both the size
of this affected region and the mean octahedral tilt in the NGO
bulk region is investigated.

First, the mean octahedral tilt of the oxygen octahedron in
the NGO region is investigated by using the 4 atomic planes
that are furthest away from the interface in the studied region

(see Table 2). Only small differences are found with respect to
the reference value of the octahedral tilt in NGO bulk material,
in between 9◦ and 10◦ [55]. It should be noted that the reference
value is an experimental result obtained by neutron diffraction
and inaccuracies may be present. This could therefore explain
the small discrepancies between the measured values and the
literature value. However, it does not explain the differences
between the measured values obtained from the studied tech-
niques. In order to verify whether the presence of image dis-
tortions are the cause of these differences, the angle between
previously described mean a-direction and the local B-B direc-
tions per unit cell are evaluated. Again the 4 atomic planes that
are furthest away from the interface have been used. The 4th
column in Table 2 shows the mean angle with the correspond-
ing error, indicating that image distortions are hardly affecting
the measured octahedral tilt values. A close look at the profiles
in Figs. 4(m-p) of the octahedral tilt along the interface reveals
that the measured octahedral tilt in the NGO bulk region is con-
stant, making it most likely that within each technique all mea-
sured oxygen column positions are shifted by approximately
the same amount. Recently, it has been found that small mis-
alignments of the sample in the microscope can shift the peak
intensity away from the centre of an atomic column [51, 56? ].
This shift in the peak intensity is constant for columns of the
same type, which matches with the octahedral tilt observations
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in the NGO bulk region. Therefore, it is expected that the small
differences between the techniques are caused by small mis-
alignments of the sample in the microscope. Note that images
are not recorded simultaneously and misalignments differ per
recorded image. As a result of this finding, small offsets still
allow to investigate the evolution of the octahedral tilt along the
interface on a relative basis.

The second column of Table 2 shows the size of the region
affected by octahedral coupling, as is determined from the fit-
ted ramp function to the octahedral tilt along the interface. The
error is given by the 95% confidence bounds of the fitted param-
eters. Recently, Liao et al. [17] found by ABF STEM imaging
and DFT calculations that strong octahedral coupling transfers
the octahedral tilt, present in the NGO substrate, to approxi-
mately the first 4 planes of the LSMO film. The results of all
imaging techniques match with this previous observation. The
small differences between all values can be attributed either lo-
cal interface roughness or to the presence of distortions, which
are different per technique. In case of the STEM related tech-
niques, one can correct for scan distortions and sample drift to
further improve the results, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.
The results on the octahedral tilt in the NGO bulk region show,
however, that image distortions do most likely not affect the re-
sults. Nevertheless, scan distortions are less present in ISTEM
and not present in NCSI in contrast to ABF and iDPC STEM.
It may therefore still occur that the values in ABF STEM and
iDPC STEM are a bit altered by scan distortion or sample drift.
In iDPC STEM some further artefacts seem also to be present,
as the octahedral tilt around the interface changes less abruptly.
This could also affect the measured region that is affected by
octahedral coupling. As compared to the other techniques, in
NCSI the measured region affected by octahedral coupling is
slightly lower. Furthermore, a close look at the results in Figs.
4(m-p) shows that the errorbars in NCSI are slightly higher as
compared to the other techniques. These differences can be ex-
plained by the high sensitivity to aberrations of the objective
lens, as is further discussed in Appendix B. Despite these dif-
ferences, all measured values are overlapping with the reference
value of about 4 unit cells which are affected by octahedral cou-
pling, indicating that all techniques are capable of determining
the octahedral tilt of the oxygen BO6 octahedron across the in-
terface accurately.

4.2. Precision
From Section 4.1 it has been found that all different tech-

niques are capable to accurately measure the positions of the
different column types. Only close to the interface, the heavy
A-site column locations are measured with degraded accuracy
from the NCSI and ISTEM images due to a contrast decrease.
For the other STEM related techniques, the oxygen column po-
sitions are most likely measured with a small, constant offset in
the NGO bulk region which may be explained by small sample
misalignments. Therefore, the NGO bulk region can be used to
investigate the precision with which atomic column positions
can be measured.

The results from Section 4.1 suggest that the 4 atomic planes
that are furthest away from the interface in the studied region

are most likely not affected by the interface and can be used
for precision measurements. In this bulk like region, the lat-
tice parameter is determined by measuring the distance between
neighbouring columns of the same type in the a-direction (par-
allel to the interface), as this direction was shown to be un-
strained in the previous section. For the oxygen columns, every
second unit cell is used to determine the lattice parameter as the
oxygen octahedra are rotating alternatively clockwise and anti-
clockwise. In order to ensure independent measurements, the
columns of the same type are grouped in pairs. By assuming
a fully periodic structure, the precision is measured in terms of
the standard deviation on the determined value of the lattice pa-
rameter. For detecting significant differences between the tech-
niques, 95% confidence intervals are calculated by using the
following expression:

√
(n − 1)s2

χ2
n−1,0.025

≤ σ ≤

√
(n − 1)s2

χ2
n−1,0.975

(2)

with s2 the sample variance and χ2
n−1,α the α quantile of the χ2

distribution with n − 1 degrees of freedom.
The results, summarized in Table 3, indicate that for all tech-

niques a precision in the picometer range is obtained. In Sec-
tion 5, it will be shown that when the precision in the images
is only limited by Poisson noise, a much better precision can
be obtained. Therefore, these values are most likely limited
by image distortions such as scan distortions, sample drift or
other mechanical and acoustical fluctuations. For the light oxy-
gen columns, the precision is comparable for the different tech-
niques. Here, small differences are most likely caused by image
distortions, which differ per imaging technique. Contrary to the
oxygen columns, the 95% confidence intervals show that the
precision for the heavy A- and B-site columns in NCSI is sig-
nificantly better as compared to the other techniques. This dif-
ference can be explained by the absence of a scanning process
and therefore scan distortions.

Another remarkable results is observed in the precision of
the heavy columns in the under focussed ISTEM image, which
is worse as compared to the other techniques. These findings
are in contradiction with van den Bos et al. [51], where it has
been shown that atomic column positions can be measured with
a better precision from ISTEM images as compared to HAADF
STEM images. This contradiction can be explained by the used
aperture setting in combination with the thickness of the inves-
tigated specimen, for which no defocus value has been found
which results in a single image from which the positions of all
different column types can be measured. As in the recorded
under focussed ISTEM image still some contrast of the oxygen
columns that are not modelled is remaining in the background,
this most likely affects the precision with which the heavy A-
and B-site column positions are measured.

In conclusion, these results indicate that without the use of
post-processing techniques, NCSI provides the most precise
measurements of the atomic column positions. One should,
however, remark that precision is only important when results
are accurate. The results in Section 4.1 indicate that the contrast
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Technique Precision A-site (pm) Precision B-site (pm) Precision O columns (pm) Incoming dose (e−/Å2)
HAADF STEM 9.56 (7.75 − 12.47) 9.90 (8.03 − 12.92) Not possible 7 × 104

LAADF STEM 12.15 (9.85 − 15.84) 12.65 (10.26 − 16.50) Not possible 3.5 × 104

ABF STEM 9.85 (7.99 − 12.85) 10.88 (8.82 − 14.19) 14.21 (12.10 − 17.21) 7 × 104

iDPC STEM 12.83 (10.41 − 16.74) 10.87 (8.82 − 14.18) 18.88 (16.08 − 22.86) 3.5 × 104

NCSI 5.07 (4.11 − 6.61) 6.21 (5.03 − 8.09) 12.97 (11.05 − 15.71) 3.5 × 104

ISTEM in focus Not possible 13.51 (10.96 − 17.63) 13.20 (11.25 − 15.99) 1.4 × 105

ISTEM underfocus 22.40 (18.17 − 29.22) 25.00 (20.28 − 32.61) Not possible 1.4 × 105

Table 3: The precision with which the positions of an atomic column can be measured for the different experimental imaging techniques. The 95% confidence
interval are shown in between the brackets. The incoming electron dose is presented in the last column. A much better precision is obtained when only Poisson
noise is present (Section 5), indicating that the values presented in this Table are mainly limited by image distortions.

Figure 5: (a) The uncorrected and (b) corrected experimental ABF STEM image of the LSMO-NGO interface where the interface location is indicated by the black
and white dotted lines, respectively. The uncorrected image is a single image from the time-series used to obtain the corrected image. (c) The fitted Gaussian model
of the selected region in the corrected image (b) around the interface with the estimated column positions shown as an overlay. The white doted line marks the
interface location. The mean lattice parameters (d,g) a and (e,h) b as a function of distance from the interface for the uncorrected and corrected images, respectively.
The bulk reference lattice parameter of 3.863 Å is shown in red. (f,i) The mean tilt of the oxygen BO6 octahedral as a function of distance from the interface for the
uncorrected and corrected image, respectively. The red curves represent a ramp function that is fitted in order to characterise the octahedral tilt around the interface.
The grey dashed lines mark the expected interface position.

in NCSI is highly sensitive to sample imperfections and micro-
scope parameters, which can result in inaccurate measurements.

4.3. Distortion correction in ABF STEM

Mechanical and acoustical fluctuations in the surrounding
environment of the microscope cause noise in the acquired im-
ages [58, 59]. Next to these environmental disturbances, sam-
ple drift and scan distortions are in STEM imaging important
sources of image distortions. In TEM images this effect is less

pronounced since the acquisition of a single shot image is usu-
ally much shorter than a STEM scan. As will be shown in Sec-
tion 5, if only Poisson noise is present in the experimental im-
ages, a much better precision can be achieved. Therefore, a
longer exposure time or a higher incident electron dose will not
improve the results as image distortion will still limit the preci-
sion. In order to correct for image distortions, post-processing
techniques which reduce the effect of these environmental dis-
turbances are nowadays available [54, 60, 61, 62, 63]. Here, we
test the effect of sample drift and scan distortions on an ABF
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STEM image in order to demonstrate how a post-processing
technique can improve results.

For applying the sample drift and scan distortion correction,
20 ABF STEM images are consecutively recorded. For each
image of the time-series, the incoming dose has been set to
3.5 × 104 electrons per Å2. The influence of sample drift dur-
ing the acquisition of these experimental images can be post-
compensated by finding the affine transformation T, which min-
imizes the squared difference between two consecutive images.
This affine transformation includes horizontal shear (α), verti-
cal scaling (β), x shift (x0) and y shift (y0) between consecutive
images:

T
([

x
y

])
=

[
1 α
0 β

] [
x
y

]
+

[
x0
y0

]
(3)

The images are drift compensated by applying their corre-
sponding affine transformations. Then an average image is cal-
culated from the drift compensated images which is used to cor-
rect the scan distortions in each original image. The scan distor-
tion compensation procedure for each image starts by applying
its corresponding inverse affine transformation to the average
image and finding a shift which minimizes the squared differ-
ence for each row between the average image and the processed
image. Then scan distortions in each image are corrected by ap-
plying their corresponding shift row by row. Drift and scan dis-
tortion compensation procedures are performed iteratively until
a stable average image is obtained.

In Fig. 5, the uncorrected ABF STEM image, which is a
single image from the time-series, and the corrected image are
shown together with the results of an analysis based on the lat-
tice parameter and octahedral tilt across the interface. In sec-
tion 4.1 and 4.2 the details for extracting these parameters are
described. When comparing the profiles of the lattice parame-
ters and octahedral tilt measured from the corrected image with
the results from the uncorrected image, it can be noticed that
the trend of the profiles is identical. As shown in Table 4, the
region in LSMO that is affected by octahedral coupling is re-
duced to 5.0 unit cells, which matches better to the value found
by Liao et al. [17]. The octahedral tilt in the NGO bulk part
is not modified by the correction, indicating that the correction
procedure does not change the accuracy of the results.

Since the measured octahedral tilt in the NGO bulk region re-
mains slightly different as compared to the reference bulk value
of 9◦ - 10◦ [55], it indicates that sample drift and scan distor-
tion correction do not correct for this offset. Similar as in sec-

Technique Octahedral
coupling

Bulk octahe-
dral tilt

Bulk B-site
tilt

Uncorrected 5.6± 1.0 UC 7.8◦ ± 0.3◦ 0.1◦ ± 0.2◦

Corrected 5.0± 0.5 UC 7.8◦ ± 0.2◦ 0.01◦±0.07◦

Table 4: Different structure parameters of the LSMO-NGO sample extracted
from the uncorrected and corrected ABF STEM image. The second column
shows the region around the interface that is affected by octahedral coupling.
The third column highlights the octahedral tilt of the oxygen columns in the
NGO bulk material. The fourth column demonstrates that distortions do most
likely not affect the extracted values as no tilt is present in the B-site columns.

tion 4.1.2, the measured tilt angle of the B-site atoms in the
NGO bulk part is used to confirm that remaining image distor-
tions are not causing such offsets (see Table 4). The profiles in
Figs 5(f) and 5(i) show that the measured octahedral tilt in the
NGO bulk part remains constant, which makes it most likely
that all the measured oxygen column positions are shifted by
the same amount. It was already mentioned in section 4.1.2 that
small misalignments of the sample in the microscope can shift
the peak intensity away from the centre of an atomic column
[51, 56]. As this shift is constant for columns of the same type,
it can explain the obtained shift in the measured oxygen column
positions. More importantly, this indicates that ABF imaging is
still suitable to characterize the changes in octahedral tilt along
the interface on a relative basis, which is also confirmed by the
match of the size of the affected region by octahedral coupling
with literature.

As the column positions can be estimated with high accuracy,
the precision of these measured column positions is determined.
The major advantage of sample drift and scan distortion correc-
tion can be seen by the smaller error bars in the profiles shown
in Fig. 5, indicating that it improves the precision of the mea-
sured column positions. Similar as in section 4.2, the precision
is measured in terms of the standard deviation on the measured
lattice parameter when grouping neighbouring columns of the
same type together. Table 5 shows that the precision improves
by more than a factor two as compared to an uncorrected im-
age and that this improvement is significant because the 95%
confidence intervals are not overlapping. Furthermore, when
comparing the values to the results of NCSI from Table 3 a
comparable precision is found, indicating that the precision in
STEM imaging is mainly limited by sample drift and scan dis-
tortions, contrary to NCSI.

5. Ultimate precision

As technology is continuously improving, mechanical and
electrical instabilities of transmission electron microscopes are
playing a less and less dominant role for determining image pre-
cision. Therefore, image distortions that are nowadays present
in images are likely to become negligible in a medium-term
future. In this ultimate case, the precision limit in electron mi-
croscopy will only be determined by Poisson statistics. In order
to investigate the differences between the techniques for this
future scenario, the precision with which atomic columns can
be measured is determined from image simulations containing
only Poisson noise. Similar simulation parameters as described
in Appendix A are used, where only the structure is replaced

Uncorrected Corrected
Column Precision (pm) Precision (pm)
A-site 9.74 (7.90 − 12.71) 4.17 (3.38 − 5.44)
B-site 11.35 (9.20 − 14.80) 3.00 (2.43 − 3.91)
O 14.36 (12.23 − 17.40) 5.55 (4.72 − 6.72)

Table 5: The precision with which the positions of an atomic column can be
measured for an uncorrected and corrected ABF STEM image. The 95% con-
fidence interval are shown in between the brackets.
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Precision (pm) Precision (pm) Precision (pm) Incoming
Technique A-site B-site O columns dose (e−/Å2)
HAADF STEM 1.32 (1.16 − 1.53) 1.82 (1.60 − 2.12) Not possible 3.5 × 104

LAADF STEM 1.15 (1.01 − 1.34) 1.62 (1.42 − 1.89) Not possible 3.5 × 104

ABF STEM 1.93 (1.70 − 2.25) 3.48 (3.05 − 4.04) 4.82 (4.23 − 5.60) 3.5 × 104

iDPC STEM 2.30 (2.02 − 2.67) 1.68 (1.48 − 1.96) 0.97 (0.85 − 1.13) 3.5 × 104

NCSI 1.09 (0.96 − 1.27) 0.68 (0.59 − 0.79) 0.10 (0.09 − 0.12) 3.5 × 104

ISTEM in focus 0.86 (0.75 − 1.00) 0.48 (0.42 − 0.56) 0.20 (0.18 − 0.23) 3.5 × 104

ISTEM under focus 0.44 (0.38 − 0.51) 0.42 (0.37 − 0.51) 0.38 (0.34 − 0.45) 3.5 × 104

Table 6: The precision with which the positions of an atomic column can be measured from 100 noise realisations of simulated images of NGO by the different
imaging techniques. The 95% confidence interval are shown in between the brackets. The incoming electron dose is presented in the last column.

by 4 × 4 unit cells of NGO on a supercell mesh of 1024 × 1024
pixels.

As demonstrated in the previous sections, all considered
imaging techniques can accurately visualize light and heavy el-
ements at the atomic scale. To investigate the precision with
which atomic column positions can ultimately be measured,
100 different noise realisations for each imaging techniques
have been evaluated. Here, only image, or shot, noise is mod-
elled by using random Poisson distributed image pixel values.
An incoming electron dose of 3.5 × 104 e−/Å2 has been used.
For the iDPC technique, images recorded on the four quadrant
detector have been modelled as Poisson distributed image pixel
values detectors before processing the data to generate the final
image. Similar as before, the precision is measured in terms of
the standard deviation on the measured lattice parameter. Here,
the two most central neighbouring columns of the same type are
grouped together to calculate the lattice parameter. As the oxy-
gen column positions are affected by octahedral tilt, the oxygen
columns are paired with the second neighbouring unit cell (sim-
ilar as in section 4.2).

The results in Table 6 indicate that several image distortions
should still be present in all experimental images since the pre-
cision is much better as compared to the experimental values
(see Table 3). In Section 4.3, it has been shown that sample
drift and scan distortions are one of the main factors that af-
fect the precision of the measured column positions in STEM
imaging. However, the precision in case of the corrected im-
age is still worse as compared to the precision measured in this
section, indicating that, despite the large improvement, sam-
ple drift and scan distortion correction do not compensate for
all present image distortions. Furthermore, other factors than
sample drift and scan distortions may also affect the STEM im-
ages. Here, one could think of small misalignments of the mi-
croscope, crystal imperfections or other mechanical and acous-
tical fluctuations in the microscope components. For ISTEM,
distortions seem to affect the experimental images even more,
as the atomic column positions of all different types could not
be estimated while in the simulations containing only shot noise
this is possible. Since ISTEM is more robust towards probe in-
stabilities and scan noise errors, it is expected that sample drift,
crystal imperfections, small misalignments and mechanical and
acoustical fluctuations in the microscope are the main causes
for these distortions.

Table 6 shows that NCSI and ISTEM images give the best
precision for measuring the atomic column positions. The 95%
confidence intervals indicate that in most cases this improve-
ment is significant as compared to HAADF, LAADF, ABF and
iDPC STEM imaging. A possible explanation can be found in
the recording mechanism, which is in NCSI and ISTEM imag-
ing a CCD camera in the imaging plane recording the electrons
that are scattered to relatively low angles. In the STEM based
techniques, the detector records electrons scattered to a specific
annular range, which is usually a higher annular regime as com-
pared to NCSI and ISTEM. As the scattering to higher angles is
less likely, NCSI and ISTEM imaging will record a higher num-
ber of scattered electrons as compared to these STEM based
techniques in the same amount of time for the same incoming
electron dose. Therefore, the Poisson statistics are better in the
NCSI and ISTEM images resulting in more precise estimates.

It should, however, be noted that next to good Poisson
statistics, also the contrast (peak-to-valley ratio) of the atomic
columns plays a crucial factor in determining the precision. A
first indication is given by a closer look at Table 6, which re-
veals that for almost every technique the precision with which
atomic column positions can be measured is dependent on
the atomic column type. Furthermore, the precision in ABF
STEM imaging is worse as compared to ADF STEM imaging,
while the number of recorded scattered electrons in ABF STEM
imaging is higher as compared to ADF STEM imaging. These
observation can only be explained by the image contrast, which
differs per imaging technique as is known from the image sim-
ulations in Fig. 2 and the theory of image formation.

On average, under focussed ISTEM imaging gives the best
precision for the different column types, indicating that this
technique is most optimal to use. If one would purely focus
on the oxygen column positions, then the results suggest that
NCSI is the best option. In this future counting noise limited
scenario, the results are only sensitive to microscope parame-
ters and small improvements may be found by further optimis-
ing the microscope settings. As this improvements are expected
to be small, this will not change the conclusions. As a final re-
mark, it should be noted that these results are sample dependent
and only hold for column positions measurements and cannot
be extrapolated to other applications, such as for example atom
counting.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, a quantitative comparison has been made be-
tween LAADF STEM, ABF STEM, iDPC STEM, negative Cs
TEM imaging and ISTEM, representing all the TEM techniques
currently available and capable of visualizing light elements at
the atomic scale. An interface of NGO and LSMO has been vi-
sualized by all these different techniques, where image simula-
tions have been used to ensure optimal experimental conditions.
Apart from the ADF STEM techniques, image simulations are
essential for identifying the different column types as the im-
age contrast depends on aberrations and is not always straight-
forward to interpret. This is especially the case for NCSI and
ISTEM, as these techniques strongly depend on lens aberra-
tions. For example, a different defocus could lead to contrast
reversals. On the acquired experimental images, statistical pa-
rameter estimation theory has been used to enable a quantitative
comparison between measured column positions.

It appears that the NCSI technique is less robust in terms of
accuracy for the extraction of the atomic column positions as
compared to the other techniques, especially at the interface
location. This difference can be explained by the image con-
trast formation, which is for NCSI mostly dependent on the
atomic column type, surface effects (local thickness and orien-
tation variations) and microscope parameters (focus, astigma-
tism and comma). For the heavy A-site column positions, also
inaccuracies have been observed when using the ISTEM im-
ages. This is explained by the recorded images, since it was not
possible to acquire an image where all different atomic column
types could provide interpretable contrast in a single frame. For
light column position measurements ISTEM imaging provides,
however, reliable results, since the octahedral tilt of the oxygen
columns across the interface is determined accurately for ABF
STEM, iDPC STEM, NCSI and ISTEM. As the results indicate
that the atomic column positions of all types are measured accu-
rately in the NGO bulk region, the precision with which atomic
column positions can be measured is investigated.

All considered techniques provide somehow similar preci-
sions, with the exception of NCSI imaging which is signifi-
cantly better. This is most likely caused by the absence of a
scanning process in this technique and a lower acquisition time
as compared to STEM-based techniques, as sample drift and
scan distortion correction from a time-series of ABF STEM
images results in similar values as compared to NCSI. As tech-
nology is rapidly evolving, image distortions that are nowadays
present in microscopy images are likely to become negligible
in a medium-term future. Therefore, the ultimate precision for
all studied techniques is determined by measuring column po-
sitions on simulated images of NGO containing only Poisson
noise. As the obtained precisions are much smaller in compari-
son to both the uncorrected and corrected experimental values,
the results suggest that distortions are indeed limiting the preci-
sion nowadays. It is, therefore, important to realize that impre-
cision in the STEM related techniques seems to not only be lim-
ited by sample drift and scanning distortions due to instrumen-
tal instabilities. In this future counting noise limited scenario,
NCSI and ISTEM imaging will provide more precise values

as compared to the other techniques, which can be understood
from both the recording mechanism and the image contrast.

Despite their differences, all these techniques are providing
correct and therefore reliable results. Especially with the pres-
ence of post-processing techniques, the precision with which
atomic columns can be measured becomes comparable for all
considered techniques. In order to improve the precision and
to minimize experimental misconclusions, one has to keep in
mind that several STEM based techniques can be combined in
parallel as detectors are recording in different spatial regimes.
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Appendix A. Simulation parameters

For finding the optimal settings in the microscope and iden-
tifying the different atomic column types, image simulations
have been performed. A DFT simulation of an LSMO-NGO
interface has been used to determine the 3D positions of all the
atoms [17]. The simulation parameters for the different tech-
niques are summarized in Table A.1.

Appendix B. Octahedral tilt measurements

In Section 4.1.2 it has been shown that the error on the mea-
sured octahedral tilt values differs per technique. In order to
retrieve the origin of this difference, Fig. B.1 shows the mea-
sured octahedral tilt as a function of distance from the interface
obtained in 3 different manners. First, the angle of the 2 oxygen
columns parallel to a-direction with respect to this a-direction
is measured. Next, the angle of the 2 oxygen columns perpen-
dicular to this a-direction is determined with respect to the b-
direction. Finally, the measured values of both directions are
combined, as is described in Section 4.1.2. For iDPC STEM
and ISTEM, both the parallel and perpendicular profiles are
overlapping, while for ABF STEM small differences are ob-
served. Since the parallel and perpendicular profiles in the cor-
rected ABF STEM images are overlapping, the difference be-
tween the parallel and perpendicular profiles in the uncorrected
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General Acceleration voltage 300 kV
Cs condenser 0.50 µm
Source extent 0.034 nm

STEM Probe semi-angle 19.8 mrad
techniques Defocus -10 nm

Scan points 600 × 380
Pixel size 0.1022 Å

NCSI Cs imaging -13 µm
Objective aperture 27.9 mrad

ISTEM Probe semi-angle 8 mrad
Cs imaging 2 µm
Objective aperture 60 mrad

Structure Zone axis [100]
Supercell size 38.6 × 61.7 Å2

Supercell mesh 1150 × 1800
Specimen thickness 16.14 nm
DW-factor Na 0.7 Å2

DW-factor Ga 0.5 Å2

DW-factor O 0.74 Å2

DW-factor La 0.6 Å2

DW-factor Sr 0.62 Å2

DW-factor Mn 0.44 Å2

Table A.1: Parameters for the multislice simulations of the different techniques
for the LSMO-NGO interface using the STEMsim software.

ABF STEM is most likely caused by sample drift and scan-
ning distortions. For NCSI, there is a large difference between
the parallel and perpendicular profiles, indicating that the mea-
sured oxygen column positions are most likely affected by im-
age distortions. This difference can be explained by the image
formation process, which is for TEM imaging more sensitive
to surface effects of the sample and aberrations of the objec-
tive lens [31, 32]. Furthermore, the column positions are highly
sensitive to misalignments of the sample [51]. As a result, it
is expected that the NCSI images are less robust in terms of
accuracy as compared to the images acquired by the other tech-
niques.
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